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Abstract. A contract splits the responsibilities between a component
and its environment into a guarantee that expresses an intended property
under the responsibility of the component, given that the environment
fulfills the assumptions. Although current contract theories are limited
to express contracts over interfaces of components, specifications that
are not limited to interfaces are used in practice and are needed in or-
der to properly express safety requirements. A framework is therefore
presented, generalizing current contract theory to environment-centric
contracts - contracts that are not limited to the interface of components.
The framework includes revised definitions of properties of contracts,
as well as theorems that specifies exact conditions for when the prop-
erties hold. Furthermore, constraints are introduced, limiting the ports
over which an environment-centric contract is expressed where the con-
straints constitute necessary conditions for the guarantee of the contract
to hold in an architecture.
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1 Introduction

The notion of contracts was first introduced in [1] as a pair of pre- and post-
conditions [2–5] to formally specify the interface of software components. How-
ever, in more recent work [6–9] where the use of contracts is extended to the
design of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) [10], the conceptual idea of a contract
is rather described as: ”a component model that sets forth the assumptions un-
der which the component may be used by its environment, and the corresponding
promises that are guaranteed under such correct use” [6], which indicates that
contracts must not necessarily be limited to the interfaces of components.

However, in current contract theories [1,5–9,11–21], contracts are indeed lim-
ited to the interface of components, e.g. as shown in Fig. 1a where a contract
for a controller C1 is limited to its interface. In this case, the guarantee G ex-
presses that the desired output signal v to another controller C2 is a function of
the voltage u at an input pin connected to a sensor S. However, the guarantee
G can only be assured to hold, given that the assumption A is fulfilled where
A expresses constraints on the input u. In contrast to Fig. 1a, Fig. 1b shows
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Two contracts for a controller C1 are shown in (a) and (b), where the contract
in (a) is limited to the interface of C1 and the contract in (b), is not.

another contract for C1 where both the guarantee G′ and the assumption A′ are
not limited to the interface of C1. In this case, the guarantee G′ expresses that
the output signal v shall correspond to a physical quantity x, as sensed by the
sensor S, given the assumption A that sensor S is functioning correctly.

In order to support specifications that are not limited to the interfaces of
components, e.g. the one shown in Fig. 1b, the present paper generalizes current
contract theories [1,5–9,11–21] to contracts that are not limited to the interface
of components. Inspired by [22,23], a contract that is not limited to the interface
of a component, will in the following be referred to as an environment-centric
contract.

It could be argued that the environment-centric contract in Fig. 1b is not
needed since the interface of C1 could be extended to include the port x, which
would allow the contract in Fig. 1b to be a contract for C1. However, in this
case, the interface of the component C1 would not match the interface of the
real world object that it models and would hence require the use of ambiguous
representations of the real world. The approach can hence be discharged and
it can be concluded that environment-centric contracts are not supported by
current contract theories [1, 5–9,11–21].

Although environment-centric contracts are not supported by current con-
tract theories, there are at least two reasons why a generalization of current
contract theories to environment-centric contracts is strongly needed.

The first reason is that a specification, which is not limited to the interface of
a component, is capable of expressing that the responsibility of the component
is to achieve an overall intended property of a system, instead of being restricted
to express only its intended behavior [22, 23]. For example, the environment-
centric contract in Fig. 1b, enables to express that it is the responsibility of C1

to guarantee that the output v is an accurate estimation of the physical quantity
x, sensed by the sensor, instead of being limited to guarantee that the output
signal v is a function of the voltage u at the pin as shown in Fig. 1a. An example
of when a specification such as the one shown in Fig. 1b is used in an industrial
case-study, can be found in [24] where ModelicaML [25] is used to specify and
verify requirements on a subsystem of a fuel management system where the
requirements express the end-to-end functionality of the fuel management system
in general. Another example can be found in [26] where SysML [27] is used to
specify requirements on an engine knock controller and where the requirements
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allocated to the controller explicitly refer to parts, such as e.g. the piston, of the
environment of the controller.

The second reason why environment-centric contracts are needed is that,
in the area of functional safety [28, 29], the associated risk of a component,
is assessed in the context of how it affects its environment, and not just by
its immediate behavior. In order to properly express safety requirements on a
component, there is hence a need to refer to parts in the environment that the
component is to be deployed in. For example, in ISO 26262 [29], top-level safety
requirements for an item, i.e. a system, are formulated in order to prevent or
mitigate hazards, where the hazards ”shall be defined in terms of the conditions
or behaviour that can be observed at the vehicle level” [29]. This can be observed
in the industrial examples [30, 31], where requirements that are not limited to
the interface of components are necessarily used in order to properly express
safety requirements on the components.

The two reasons above explain the importance of allowing assumptions and
guarantees to be expressed, not only over the interface, but also over ports in
the environment. This motivates the main contribution of this paper, namely
a framework that generalizes current contract theories to environment-centric
contracts.

At the core of the framework is a corollary that, given an environment-centric
contract, cleanly separates the respective conditions that a component and its
environment need to meet in order to ensure seamless integration into a final
product where the guarantee of the environment-centric contract holds. Consid-
ering such conditions, necessary constraints on the set of ports, i.e. the scopes,
over which guarantees and assumptions can be expressed, are introduced. The
constraints serve as a sanity check in order to determine that an environment-
centric contract is not an unreasonable specification for a component in an ar-
chitecture.

The framework includes revised definitions of the contract properties con-
sistency [6, 7, 20], compatibility [6, 7, 20], and dominance [8, 21] as defined in
current contract theories, as well as two theorems that specify necessary and
sufficient conditions of consistency and compatibility. As a basis for structuring
contracts in parallel to an architecture, a graph, called a decomposition structure,
is introduced. Based on a decomposition structure, a theorem is presented with
sufficient conditions of dominance.

Out of an extensive literature study of contract theories [1,5–9,11–17,19–21],
no previous contract theories were found to explicitly support contracts that are
not limited to the interface of components. Although both [20, 21] do allow as-
sumptions that extend outside of the interface, both are, however, limited to
express guarantees over the interface of components. Even though the abstract
definition of a contract in [8] does not exclude that assumptions and the guar-
antees are limited to the interface of components, it is not mentioned explicitly.
Moreover, [8] does not address compatibility and consistency issues between in-
terfaces. In contrast to [8,20,21], the present paper focuses on fully generalizing
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contract theories by revising properties of contracts and providing theorems to
facilitate practical application.

Although the work in the present paper is a generalization of current contract
theories [1, 5–9, 11–21] in general, due to the numerous contract theories that
exist, the text is limited to discuss properties of contracts as presented in contract
theories [6–8,21] that can be traced back to the FP6 project SPEEDS [32]. This
means that, e.g. the quotient operator [9,20], is not discussed. The work is further
confined to representing assumptions and guarantees as sets of runs, which means
that neither modalities [8, 19], nor contracts that support probabilities [17, 18],
are included.

2 Assertions, Elements and Architectures

This section establishes a theoretic framework in order to model a CPS and its
parts, and to be able to describe the notion of environment-centric contracts and
its properties in Sec. 3 and 4. The framework mainly draws inspiration from the
contract theory of the FP6 project SPEEDS [32] as described in [6, 7].

2.1 Assertions and Runs

Let X = {x1, . . . , xN} be a set of variables. Consider a trajectory of values of
a variable xi over a time window starting at a certain time t0. A tuple of such
trajectories, one for each variable in X, sorted according to a global ordering
with respect to the identifiers of the variables, is called a run for X, denoted
ωX . Given a set of variables X ′, an assertion W over X ′ is a possibly empty set
of runs for X ′. This notion corresponds to similar definitions in [6, 7, 31]. Note
that, in the following, assertions will be specified by equations.

Given an assertion W over X = {x1, . . . , xN}, and another set of variables
X ′ ⊆ X, the projection [6, 20, 21, 31] of W onto X ′, written projX′(W), is the
set of runs obtained when the trajectory of values of each variable xi /∈ X ′ is
removed from each run in W. Using notation of relational algebra [33], it holds
that

projX′ (W) = πX′ (W) . (1)

Given an assertion W′ over X ′ and another set of variables X, p̂rojX(W′) is
the set of runs where each run in W′ is first extended with all possible runs for
X \X ′, prior to applying the operation of projection. That is,

p̂rojX (W′) = projX({ωX∪X′ |projX′ ({ωX∪X′}) ∈W′}). (2)

In the following, the symbols ∩̂,∪̂,⊂̂,⊆̂, etc. will be used to denote that prior
to using operations and relations on assertions over dissimilar sets of variables,
the assertions are first extended to the union of the sets of variables involved
using the operator p̂roj. For example, given two assertions W and W′ over the
set of variables X and X ′, respectively, W ∩̂W′ = p̂rojX∪X′(W)∩p̂rojX∪X′(W′).
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LetΩX denote the set of all possible runs for a set of variablesX. An assertion
W over X constrains a set of variables X ′ if for each x′ ∈ X ′, it holds that{

W ⊂̂ projX\{x′} (W) X \ {x′} 6= ∅
W ⊂ Ω{x′} otherwise.

(3)

2.2 Elements

In this section, the concept of elements, corresponding to Heterogeneous Rich
Component (HRC) in [6,7], is introduced in order to model any entity of a CPS
in general, such as software, hardware, or physical entities, as well as to serve as
a functional or logical design entity in general, e.g. as a SysMl block [27].

Definition 1 (Element). An element E is an ordered pair (X,B) where:

a) X is a set of variables, called the interface of E and where each x ∈ X is
called a port variable; and

b) B is an assertion over X, called the behavior of E.

Port variables model tangible quantities of the element from the perspective
of an external observer to the entity, and the behavior models the static and
dynamic constraints that the element imposes on the port variables, independent
of its surroundings.

As an illustrative example, consider a potentiometer Epot = (Xpot,Bpot)
where Xpot = {vref , vbranch, vgnd}. The port variables vref , vbranch, and vgnd
model the reference, branch, and ground voltages, respectively. Furthermore, h
models the position (0 − 100%) of the ’slider’ that moves over the resistor and
branches the circuit. Given a simplified model where currents are neglected, the
behavior Bpot can be specified by the equation h =

vbranch−vgnd

vref−vgnd
.

2.3 Architectures

This section describes how a set of elements can be structured in order to model
a CPS, its parts, and its surroundings. Similar to e.g. [29, 34], such a structure
will be referred to as an architecture, which, in this paper, will be denoted with
the symbol A . In contrast to other contract theories, e.g. [6–8], the present paper
focuses more on the structuring of elements and on the sharing of port variables.
A well-defined structure of how ports are shared is needed in order to define
scoping constraints for environment-centric contracts in Sec. 3.2.

Prior to presenting the formal definition of an architecture, the concept is
introduced informally by describing an architecture ALM−sys of a ”Level Meter
system” (LM-system) ELM−sys, as shown in Fig. 2a where an element is repre-
sented as a rectangle filled with gray with boxes on its edges that symbolize its
port variables and in Fig. 2b where the hierarchical structure of the LM-system
is shown as a tree.
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As shown in Fig. 2a, the LM-system ELM−sys consists of a tank Etank and an
electric-system EE−sys. The electric-system EE−sys consists of the potentiometer
Epot as described in Sec. 2.2, a battery Ebat and a level meter ElMeter. The slider
h is connected to a ”floater”, trailing the level f in the tank. In this way, the
potentiometer Epot is used as a level sensor to estimate the level in the tank.
The estimated level is presented by the level meter ElMeter where l denotes the
presented level.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. An architecture ALM−sys of a ”Level Meter system”.

Notably, when examining each part of the LM-system individually, each part
will have quantities that may not be perceivable when the parts are integrated
with each other. That is, the port variable vref , for example, is not part of the
interface of EEsys and is hence considered to be a quantity of the E-system that
is not perceivable to an external observer to the E-system. To capture such a
notion it is enforced that any port variable x of a child of an element E = (X,B)
where x /∈ X cannot be a member of an interface of a non-descendant of E.

Consider that the behavior Bbat of Ebat is the set of all runs where vref −
vgnd = 5V and that the behavior BLmeter of ELmeter is the set of all runs where

l =
vbranch−vgnd

5 . In order to relate the individual behaviors of the children of
EEsys with the behavior of EEsys, the individual behaviors need to be combined
with each other and subsequently restricted to the interface of EEsys. This can be
achieved by relying on the intersection operator and the projection operator, that
is, in accordance with the Sec. 2.1, BEsys = p̂rojXEsys

(
Bpot ∩̂Bbat ∩̂BLmeter

)
.

Now that the concept of an architecture has been introduced informally, the
formal definition follows.

Definition 2 (Architecture). An architecture A is a set of elements orga-
nized into a rooted tree, such that:

(a) for any non-leaf node E = (X,B), with children {(Xi,Bi)}Ni=1, it holds that

B = p̂rojX(
⋂̂N

i=1Bi); and
(b) if there is a child E′ = (X ′,B′) and a non-descendent E′′ = (X ′′,B′′) of

E = (X,B), such that x ∈ X ′ and x ∈ X ′′, then it holds that x ∈ X.

For convenience, in the context of an architecture, the environment of an
element E is considered to be the set of elements in the surroundings of E. That
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is, as shown in Fig 2, the elements Ebat, Etank, and ElMeter are elements in the
environment of the potentiometer Epot.

Definition 3 (Environment of Element). Given an architecture A , the en-
vironment of an element E = (X,B) in A , denoted EnvA (E), is the set of

elements {Ei}Ni=1 such that Ei = (Xi,Bi) is either a sibling or a sibling of a

proper ancestor of E. Let BEnvA (E) =
⋂̂N

i=1Bi, denote the behavior of EnvA (E).

Given that an assertion is possibly the empty set (See Sec. 2.1), an architec-
ture A is considered to be realizable if the behavior of the root element of A is
non-empty.

Definition 4 (Realizable Architecture). An architecture A is realizable if
the behavior of the root element of A is non-empty.

Proposition 1. Given an architecture A containing an element E = (X,B), it
holds that A is realizable, if and only if BEnvA (E) ∩̂B 6= ∅.

Proof. For the if part, consider an architecture A containing an element E =
(X,B) where

BEnvA (E) ∩̂B 6= ∅. (4)

If {Ei}Mi=1 is the set of siblings of E and {Ei}Ni=M+1 is the set of siblings of
proper ancestors of E where Ei = (Xi,Bi), then in accordance with Definition 3 it

holds that BEnvA (E) = (
⋂̂N

i=M+1Bi) ∩̂(
⋂̂M

i=1Bi). This and the relation (4) imply
that

(
⋂̂N

i=M+1
Bi) ∩̂(

⋂̂M

i=1
Bi) ∩̂B 6= ∅. (5)

Since (
⋂̂M

i=1Bi) ∩̂B is an assertion over (
⋃M

i=1Xi)∪X, Lemma 1 implies that

proj(
⋃M

i=1 Xi)∪X((
⋂̂M

i=1
Bi) ∩̂B) = (

⋂̂M

i=1
Bi) ∩̂B.

This, Lemma 5, and since X ⊆ (
⋃M

i=1Xi) ∪X imply that

(
⋂̂M

i=1
Bi) ∩̂B ⊆̂ projX((

⋂̂M

i=1
Bi) ∩̂B).

This can also be written as

(
⋂̂M

i=1
Bi) ∩̂B ⊆ p̂roj(⋃M

i=1 Xi)∪X(projX((
⋂̂M

i=1
Bi) ∩̂B)).

This and the relation (5) imply that

∅ ⊂ (
⋂̂N

i=M+1
Bi) ∩̂(

⋂̂M

i=1
Bi) ∩̂B ⊆
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(
⋂̂N

i=M+1
Bi) ∩̂ p̂roj(⋃M

i=1 Xi)∪X(projX((
⋂̂M

i=1
Bi) ∩̂B)),

In accordance with Sec. 2.1, this can also be written as

∅ ⊂ (
⋂̂N

i=M+1
Bi) ∩̂(

⋂̂M

i=1
Bi) ∩̂B ⊆̂(

⋂̂N

i=M+1
Bi) ∩̂ projX((

⋂̂M

i=1
Bi) ∩̂B)

If E′ = (X ′,B′) is the parent of E, in accordance with Definition 2 and 3, it
hence holds that

∅ ⊂ BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂BEnvA (E′) ∩̂B′.

Since the same steps that were applied to E can be applied to E′ and then
to the parent of E′, and so on, until the root node Er = (Xr,Br) is reached, and
since EnvA (Er) = ∅, it holds that

∅ ⊂ BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂BEnvA (E′) ∩̂B′ ⊆̂ . . . ⊆̂Br.

In accordance with Definition 4, A is hence realizable, which completes the
if part of the proof.

For the if-only part, assume that A is a realizable architecture. According
to Definition 4, this means that the behavior of the root node Er = (Xr,Br)
is non-empty, i.e. that Br 6= ∅. If {Ei}Ni=1 is the complete set of children of Er

where Ei = (Xi,Bi), then, in accordance with Definition 2, it hence holds that

p̂rojX(
⋂̂N

i=1
Bi) 6= ∅. (6)

Consider an element Ej ∈ {Ei}Ni=1. According to Definition 3, it holds that

BEnvA (Ej) =
⋂̂N

i=1,i6=jBi. This and the relation (6) imply that

p̂rojX(BEnvA (Ej) ∩̂Bj) 6= ∅. (7)

This and Lemma 6 imply that

BEnvA (Ej) ∩̂Bj 6= ∅. (8)

In the following it will be shown that the relation (8) also holds for any
proper descendant of Ej .

If {Ej,i}Mi=1 is the complete set of children of Ej where Ej,i = (Xj,i,Bj,i),
then, in accordance with Definition 2, it hence holds that

Bj = p̂rojXj
(
⋂̂M

i=1
Bj,i).

This, Lemma 6, and the relation (7) imply that

BEnvA (Ej) ∩̂ p̂rojXj
(
⋂̂M

i=1
Bj,i) 6= ∅. (9)
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This and Lemma 6 imply that

⋂̂M

i=1
Bj,i 6= ∅. (10)

In accordance with Definition 2 and 3, and Lemma 3, BEnvA (Ej) does not

constrain (
⋃M

i=1Xj,i)\Xj . In accordance with the relation (3), BEnvA (Ej) allows

any variable in (
⋃M

i=1Xj,i)\Xj to have any value at any point in time. This and
the relations (9) and (10) imply that

BEnvA (Ej) ∩̂
⋂̂M

i=1
Bj,i 6= ∅. (11)

Consider a child Ej,k of Ej . The relation (11) and since it holds, in accordance

with Definition 3, that BEnvA (Ej,k) = BEnvA (Ej) ∩̂(
⋂̂M

i=1,i6=kBj,i) imply that

BEnvA (Ej,k) ∩̂Bj,k 6= ∅. (12)

Since the same steps that were applied to Ej,k can be applied on any child
of Ej,k, and so on, it holds that the relation (12) also holds for any descendant
in A . This and the relation (7) imply that the the intersection of the behavior
of any element in A and the behavior of its environment is non-empty, which
completes the if-only part of the proof. ut

3 Environment-Centric Contracts

As mentioned in Sec. 1, the notion of contracts was first introduced in [1] as a
pair of pre and post-conditions, to be used as a specification in object-oriented
programming. The principles behind contracts can, however, be traced back to
early ideas on proof-methods [2–4] and compositional reasoning/verification [5,
11, 12]. Since then, several frameworks for compositional reasoning [13,14] have
emerged and also techniques to automate the approach have been proposed,
see e.g. [35] or [36] for a survey. The work in [1] has been extended to e.g.
component-based design [15] and analog systems [16].

In more recent work [6–8,21], inspired by e.g. [37–40], the use of contracts is
extended to serve as a central design philosophy in systems engineering to sup-
port the design of CPS. As mentioned in Sec. 1, in a context of CPS design, the
conceptual idea of a contract does not prescribe that a contract must necessarily
be limited to the interface of an element, thus allowing environment-centric con-
tracts. Considering this, an environment-centric contract will, in the following,
simply be referred to as a contract unless a further distinction is necessary.

Definition 5 (Contract). A contract C is a pair (A ,G), where

i) G is an assertion, called guarantee; and

ii) A is a set of assertions {Ai}Ni=1 where each Ai is called an assumption.
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The set of variables over which an assumption Ai ∈ A or a guarantee G is
expressed, is called the scope of Ai or G, denoted XAi

and XG, respectively. For

the sake of readability, let AA =
⋂̂N

j=1Ai and XAA =
⋃N

i=1XAi
.

Fig. 3. A contract ClMeter = ({AlMeter},GlMeter).

As an illustrative example, consider the architecture ALMsys as shown in
Fig. 2 and a contract ClMeter = ({AlMeter},GlMeter) for the level meter ElMeter

as shown in Fig. 3 where the dashed lines represent the scopes of AlMeter and
GlMeter, respectively. The assertion GlMeter, specified by the equation l = f ,
expresses that the responsibility of ElMeter is to ensure that the presented fuel
level l, shown by the meter, shall correspond to the level f in the tank. However,
in order for the level meter ElMeter to be able to ensure that GlMeter holds, the
voltage measured between vbranch and vgnd on ElMeter must map to a specific
level in the tank. That is, the assumption AlMeter is specified by the equation
f =

vbranch−vgnd

5 . GlMeter

While contracts in current contract theories [1, 5–9, 11–21] are limited to
express the intended behavior of ElMeter as a relation between the voltage con-
nections and the indicated level, Definition 5 allows assigning the responsibility
of achieving the guarantee GlMeter to ElMeter where GlMeter has a scope that
extends outside of the interface of ElMeter.

3.1 Conditions on Element and Environment

In this section, conditions on an element and the environment of the element
are presented, where the conditions ensure that the overall property expressed
by the guarantee of a contract is met.

As previously indicated, a guarantee of a contract C = (A ,G) expresses an
intended property under the responsibility of an element E, given that the envi-
ronment of the element fulfills the assumptions in an architecture A . Formulated
differently, it means that the responsibility of the element is to ensure that the
overall property expressed by the guarantee is met, i.e. that BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G,

given that the environment fulfills the assumptions, i.e. that BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA .

Notably, if it holds that BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA and AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G, then it follows that

BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G. In accordance with [6–8,20,21], E is said to satisfy C, denoted
E |= C, if
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AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G. (13)

Hence, the conditions in order for it to hold that BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G in a given

architecture, can be partitioned into the relation BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA that expresses

a condition on the environment of E, and the relation AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G, which is a
condition on the element E.

Notably, however, these conditions do not ensure that BEnvA (E) ∩̂B 6= ∅,
which, according to Proposition 1, implies that the architecture is realizable.
Since this is a necessary property in order to develop the product in practice,
additional conditions must hence be imposed on the environment and on the
element in order to ensure that not only the guarantee holds, but also that the
architecture is realizable, i.e. that

∅ ⊂ BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G. (14)

Proposition 2. Consider a contract C = (A ,G) and an element E = (X,B).
If A is an architecture containing E where ∅ ⊂ BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G, then it holds

that BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅.

Proof. Follows from Lemma 8. ut

Proposition 2 expresses the necessary condition BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅ for the
relation (14), which means that it is hence not enough to simply require that
the environment fulfills the assumptions in order for the relation (14) to hold.
Now that this necessary condition on the environment has been identified, the
following theorem expresses a complementary condition on the element in order
to ensure that the relation (14) holds.

Theorem 1. Consider a contract C = (A ,G) and an element E = (X,B) where
AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G. It holds that AA ∩̂G ⊆̂B, if and only if ∅ ⊂ B ∩̂BEnvA (E) ⊆̂G for

each architecture A containing E where BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅ and BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA .

Proof. For the if-only part, consider a contract C = (A ,G) and an element
E = (X,B) where

E |= C. (15)

Assume that

AA ∩̂G ⊆̂B. (16)

Furthermore, consider an architecture A containing E where

BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA , and (17)

BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅. (18)
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The relations (16) and (17), and Lemma 4 imply that

BEnvA (E) ∩̂G ⊆̂B. (19)

This and the relation (18) imply that

∅ ⊂ BEnvA (E) ∩̂G ⊆̂B. (20)

This and Lemma 8 imply that

BEnvA (E) ∩̂B 6= ∅. (21)

In accordance with the relation 13, the relation (15) means that

AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G. (22)

This, the relation (17), and Lemma 4 imply that

BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G.

This and the relation (21) imply that

∅ ⊂ B ∩̂BEnvA (E) ⊆̂G. (23)

Since A is an arbitrary architecture where the relations (17) and (18) hold,
it must hold that the relation (23) also holds for each architecture where the
relation (17) holds. This completes the if-only part of the proof.

For the if part, consider a contract C = (A ,G) and an element E = (X,B)
where

E |= C. (24)

Assume that for each architecture containing E where the relations (17)
and (18) hold, it follows that

∅ ⊂ BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G. (25)

In accordance with the relation 13, the relation (24) means that

AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G. (26)

Assume the contradictory relation

AA ∩̂G ̂6⊆B. (27)

This means that there exists a run ω such that

{ω} ⊆̂AA ∩̂G and {ω} ̂6⊆B. (28)

Assume that there exists an architecture A containing E where BEnvA (E) =
{ω}. This and the relation (28) imply that A is an architecture where both the
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relations (17) and (18) hold. According to the relation (25), this means that it
follows that

∅ ⊂ BEnvA (E) ∩̂B ⊆̂G.

This is however a contradiction since the relation (28) implies that

BEnvA (E) ∩̂B = ∅.

It hence follows that the relation (27) cannot be true, and hence that it must
hold that AA ∩̂G ⊆̂B, which concludes the proof. ut

Given an element E that satisfies a contract C = (A ,G), Theorem 1 expresses
the necessary and sufficient condition AA ∩̂G ⊆̂B in order for the relation (14)
to hold for each architecture A where BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅ and BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA .

Corollary 1. Given a contract C = (A ,G) and an architecture A containing
an element E = (X,B), it holds that ∅ ⊂ B ∩̂BEnvA (E) ⊆̂G if

i) AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G and AA ∩̂G ⊆̂B, and
ii) BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA and BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅.

The proof for Corollary 1 trivially follows from Theorem 1. For practical ap-
plication, Corollary 1 cleanly separates the respective conditions that an element
E and the environment of E need to meet with respect to a contract C, in order
to obtain a realizable architecture where the guarantee of C holds.

3.2 Scoping

This section presents necessary constraints on the structural properties of a
contract in order for the conditions (i) and (ii) of Corollary 1 to hold. The
constraints serve as sanity checks in order to determine that a contract is not
an unreasonable specification for an element in an architecture.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Two contracts C′Esys and C′′Esys for EEsys where the conditions (i) and (ii) of
Corollary 1 do not hold in the generic case.

Prior to presenting such constraints in a formal manner, two representative
examples (a) and (b) are shown in Fig. 4a and 4b where the element EEsys
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cannot, in the generic case, meet the conditions (i) and (ii) of Corollary 1 with
respect to C′Esys = ({A′Esys},G′Esys) and C′′Esys = ({A′′Esys},G′′Esys), respectively,
in the context of the architecture ALMsys as shown in Fig 2.

As shown in the examples (a) and (b), since vbranch is in both A′Esys and
G′′Esys, but neither in the interface of an element in the environment of EEsys

nor on the interface of EEsys, the environment of EEsys cannot fulfill A′Esys and
EEsys cannot satisfy C′′Esys in the generic case. This hence means that EEsys and
EnvALMsys

(EEsys) cannot meet the respective conditions (i) and (i) of Corol-
lary 1 with respect to neither C′Esys nor C′′Esys.

Theorem 2. Given a contract C = (A ,G), if A is an architecture containing
an element E where: i) AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G and AA ∩̂G ⊆̂B; and ii) BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA and

BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅, then it holds that

a) X ′AA
⊆ XEnvA (E); and

b) X ′G ⊆ XEnvA (E) ∪X,

where X ′AA
⊆ XAA and X ′G ⊆ XG are the sets of variables constrained by AA and

G, respectively, and XEnvA (E) denotes the union of the interfaces of the elements
in the environment of E in A .

Proof. Given a contract C = (A ,G), assume that there exists an architecture A
containing an element E where the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2 hold.
This and Corollary 1 imply that

∅ ⊂ B ∩̂BEnvA (E) ⊆̂G. (29)

Since B is over X and BEnvA (E) is over XEnvA (E), Lemma 3 implies that

B ∩̂BEnvA (E) can only constrain a subset of XEnvA (E) ∪X. This and Lemma 9
imply that the set of variables X ′G constrained by G is a subset of XEnvA (E)∪X,
i.e. that

X ′G ⊆ XEnvA (E) ∪X. (30)

Since BEnvA (E) is over XEnvA (E), Lemma 3 implies that BEnvA (E) can only
constrain a subset of XEnvA (E). This and due to the fact that condition (ii) of

Theorem 2 implies that BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA , in accordance with Lemma 9, it holds
that the set of variables X ′AA

constrained by AA is a subset of XEnvA (E), i.e. that

X ′AA
⊆ XEnvA (E).

This and the relation (30) concludes the proof. ut

The relations (a) and (b) of Theorem 2 express necessary conditions on the
structural properties of a contract C = (A ,G) in order for an element and its
environment to meet the conditions (i) and (ii) of Corollary 1 in the context of an
architecture. Considering Theorem 2, a contract C is said to be scope-compliant
for E = (X,B) in an architecture A , if the respective scopes of AA and G are
subsets of XEnvA (E) and XEnvA (E) ∪X.
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Definition 6 (Scope-Compliant Contract for Element). A contract (A ,G)
is scope-compliant for an element E = (X,B) in an architecture A , if

a) XAA ⊆ XEnvA (E); and
b) XG ⊆ XEnvA (E) ∪X.

Under the assumption that the scopes of AA and G are equal to the set of
variables which they constrain, relations (a) and (b) of Definition 6 hold for
all cases where the relations (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2 also hold. This includes
all of the practical cases since the relations (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2 still hold
regardless of the inclusion of all variables that are not constrained by AA and G
in XAA and XG, respectively.

Regarding the examples shown in Fig. 4a and 4b, since XA′
Esys

6⊆ Xtank, in

accordance with relation (a) of Definition 6, the contract C′Esys is not scope-
compliant for EEsys in ALMsys. Furthermore, since XG′′

Esys
6⊆ Xtank ∪ XEsys,

in accordance with relation (b) of Definition 6, the contract C′′Esys is not scope-
compliant for EEsys in ALMsys. Definition 6 hence provides a means to detect
that both the contracts C′Esys and C′′Esys are unreasonable specifications for EEsys

in ALMsys considering the scopes of the assumptions and the guarantees.

4 Properties of Environment-Centric Contracts

Since contracts in current contract theories [1,5–9,11–21] are limited to element
interfaces, definitions that specify whether a contract or a set of contracts has a
certain property or not, are also limited to the cases where contracts are limited
to the interfaces of elements. Hence, in order to support the use of environment-
centric contracts, the properties of contracts need to be revised, and subsequently
proven to be valid.

This section presents revised definitions of the properties consistency [6,7,20],
compatibility [6, 7, 20], and dominance [8, 21] of contracts as defined in current
contract theories, as well as conditions for when such properties hold.

4.1 Consistency and Compatibility

In order to get a better understanding of when the properties consistency [6,7,20]
and compatibility [6, 7,20] are relevant, a scenario is examined where a contract
is used to out source the development of an element E with an interface X.
Specifically, the scenario can be described in three phases:

1) a contract (A ,G) and an interface specification X are handed from the client
to a supplier;

2) an element E = (X,B) is delivered to the client that meets the condition (i)
of Corollary 1; and

3) the client integrates the element E with a set of elements to form an archi-
tecture where the environment of E meets the condition (ii) of Corollary 1.
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As expressed in phases (1-2), the client would expect the supplier to deliver an
element that meets the condition (i) of Corollary 1 with respect to the contract
C. However, in order for the supplier to be able to meet the demands from the
client, the supplier would expect that the contract is such that there actually
exists an element that meets the condition (i) of Corollary 1. If such an element
exists, then the contract will be referred to as a consistent contract.

Furthermore, in order for the client to be able to complete phase (3), at least
one architecture containing an element E = (X,B) where the environment of E
meets the condition (ii) of Corollary 1, needs to exist. If such an architecture
exists, then the contract will be referred to as a compatible contract.

Now that the concepts of consistency and compatibility have been introduced
in the context of a scenario, formal definitions follow.

Definition 7 (Consistent Contract). A contract (A ,G) is consistent with
respect to a set of variables X if there exists an element E = (X,B) such that
AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G and AA ∩̂G ⊆̂B.

Definition 7 is essentially a revision of the definition of consistency in [20] by
considering the condition (i) of Corollary 4.1. Definition 7 is also closely related
to definitions in [6, 7], but where Definition 7, in contrast to the definitions
in [6,7], allows contracts that are not limited to the interface and are further not
limited to elements with defined inputs and outputs.

Theorem 3. A contract (A ,G) is consistent with respect to a set of variables

X, if and only if AA ∩̂ p̂rojX(AA ∩̂G) ⊆̂G.

Proof. For the only-if part, assume that a contract C = (A ,G) is consistent with
respect to a set of variables X. In accordance with Definition 7, this means that
there exists an element E = (X,B) such that

E |= C, and (31)

AA ∩̂G ⊆̂B. (32)

In accordance with the relation 13, the relation (31) means that

AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G. (33)

The relation (32) and Lemma 2 imply that

p̂rojX(AA ∩̂G) ⊆̂ p̂rojX(B). (34)

This, Lemma 1, and since B is an assertion over X imply that

p̂rojX(AA ∩̂G) ⊆̂B. (35)

This, the relation (33), and Lemma 4 imply that

AA ∩̂ p̂rojX(AA ∩̂G) ⊆̂G. (36)
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This means that the if-only part has been proven and the following will hence
concern the if part.

Given a contract C = (A ,G) and a set of variables X, assume that the
relation (36) holds. Let E = (X,B) be an element where

B = p̂rojX(AA ∩̂G). (37)

This and the relation (36) imply that

AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G. (38)

Lemma 5 implies that

p̂rojX∪XAA∪XG
(AA ∩̂G) ⊆̂ p̂rojX(AA ∩̂G).

In accordance with Sec. 2.1, this can also be written as

p̂rojX∪XAA∪XG
(AA ∩̂G) ⊆ p̂rojX∪XAA∪XG

(p̂rojX(AA ∩̂G)).

Again, in accordance with Sec. 2.1, this can also be written as

AA ∩̂G ⊆̂ p̂rojX(AA ∩̂G).

This and the relation (37) imply that

AA ∩̂G ⊆̂B.

This and the relation (38) completes the proof. ut

Given a contract C = (A ,G), Theorem 3 supports a way of verifying that C
is consistent with respect to X or not, without having to go through all possible
elements with an interface X in order to determine whether there exists an
element E = (X,B) that meets the conditions (i) of Corollary 1.

Corollary 2. Given a consistent contract C = (A ,G) with respect to a set of
variables X, it holds that X ′G ⊆ XAA ∪X, where X ′G ⊆ XG is the set of variables
constrained by G.

Proof. Consider a consistent contract C = (A ,G) with respect to a set of vari-
ables X. This and Theorem 3 imply that

AA ∩̂ p̂rojX(AA ∩̂G) ⊆̂G. (39)

Since AA ∩̂ p̂rojX(AA ∩̂G) is an assertion over X ∪ XAA , Lemma 3 implies

that AA ∩̂ p̂rojX(AA ∩̂G) can only constrain a subset of XAA ∪ X. This, the
relation (39) and Lemma 9 imply that

X ′G ⊆ XAA ∪X, (40)

where X ′G ⊆ XG is the set of variables constrained by G. ut
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Similar to Theorem 2, Corollary 2 expresses a structural property of C that
constitutes a necessary condition in order for C to be consistent with respect to
X. In the generic case, i.e. when X ′G = XG, the scope of G must be a subset of
XAA ∪X.

Definition 8 (Compatible Contract). A contract (A ,G) is compatible with
respect to a set of variables X if there exists an architecture A containing an
element E = (X,B), such that BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅ and BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA .

Definition 8 is essentially a revision of the definitions of compatibility in [20]
by considering the condition (ii) of Corollary 4.1. Definition 8 is also closely
related to the definitions of compatibility in [6, 7], but where Definition 8, in
contrast to the definitions in [6, 7], allows contracts that are not limited to the
interface and are further not limited to elements with causal behaviors, i.e. with
defined inputs and outputs.

Theorem 4. A contract (A ,G) is compatible with respect to a set of variables
X if and only if AA ∩̂G 6= ∅.

Proof. For the if part, consider a contract (A ,G) and assume that it holds that
AA ∩̂G 6= ∅. In accordance with Sec. 2.1, this can also be written as

p̂rojXAA∪XG
(AA) ∩ p̂rojXAA∪XG

(G) 6= ∅.

This implies that there exists a run ωXAA
such that

ωXAA
∈ AA and {ωXAA

} ⊆̂AA ∩̂G. (41)

Let A0 be an architecture containing an element E = (X,B) such that
BEnvA0

(E) = {ωXAA
}. This and the relation (41) imply that there exists an

architecture A containing an element E = (X,B), such that the relations (i)
and (ii) of Definition 8 hold. In accordance with Definition 8, this means that
the contract (A ,G) is compatible with respect to X.

For the if-only part, assume that a contract (A ,G) is compatible with re-
spect to X. In accordance with Definition 8, this means that there exists an
architecture A containing an element E = (X,B), such that BEnvA (E) ∩̂G 6= ∅
and BEnvA (E) ⊆̂AA . This and Lemma 7 imply that AA ∩̂G 6= ∅, which completes
the proof. ut

Given a contract (A ,G) and a set of variables X, Theorem 4 supports a way
of verifying that (A ,G) is compatible with respect to X or not, without having
to go through each architecture A containing an element E = (X,B) in order
to determine whether there exists an architecture A where the condition (ii) of
Corollary 4.1 hold.
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4.2 Dominance

Prior to formally presenting the definition of dominance, a scenario is presented
in the context of an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)/supplier chain in
order to provide an understanding of when the property is relevant:

1) a contract C = (A ,G) is decomposed into a set of contracts {Ci}Ni=1 where
each contract Ci and an interface specification Xi is handed from the OEM
to either a development team within the organization or to a supplier;

2) each development team or supplier develops an element Ei = (Xi,Bi) that
meets the condition (i) of Corollary 1 with respect to Ci; and

3) the OEM integrates the set of elements Ei with each other to form an element
E that meets the condition (i) of Corollary 1 with respect to C.

As expressed in phase (3), the overall intent is to obtain an element E that
meets the condition (i) of Corollary 1 with respect to C. In order to achieve this,
the intent is hence to decompose the contract C into the set {Ci}Ni=1 such that if
each Ei meets the condition (i) of Corollary 1 with respect to Ci, then E meets
the condition (i) of Corollary 1 with respect to C. If such a property holds, then
C is said to dominate the set of contracts {Ci}Ni=1.

Definition 9 (Dominance of Contracts). Given a set of variables X, a con-
tract C and a set of contracts {Ci}Ni=1, the contract C dominates {Ci}Ni=1 if for
any architecture A where C is scope-compliant for an element E = (X,B) in A
and where {Ei = (Xi,B)}Ni=1 is the set of children of E, it holds that

AAi
∩̂Bi ⊆̂Gi and AAi

∩̂Gi ⊆̂Bi for each i =⇒ AA ∩̂B ⊆̂G and AA ∩̂G ⊆̂B.

Definition 9 is essentially a generalization of the definitions of dominance
presented in [8,21] by relying on the notion of scope-compliance as presented in
Definition 6 and by considering the conditions of Corollary 1.

Decomposition Structures This section introduces a graph, called a decom-
position structure, in order to find a decomposition of a contract C into a set
of contracts {Ci}Ni=1 to achieve the property as expressed in Definition 9. Prior
to presenting the formal definition of a decomposition structure, the concept is
introduced informally by structuring a decomposition of a contract CEsys into a
set of contracts {Cpot, Cbat, ClMeter}. The set of contracts represents the specifi-
cations of the parts of an electric-system of an LM-system, e.g. the one shown
in Fig. 2.

Consider that the assumptions and the guarantees of each contract in the set
{CEsys,Cpot,Cbat,ClMeter} are organized as nodes in a directed graph, as shown
in Fig. 5 where the boxes with rounded corners and dashed edges represent an
hierarchical structure of contracts. The set of incoming arcs to a guarantee G from
a set of assumptions A , represents that A and G are in the same contract, e.g. the
arc from AEsys to the guarantee GEsys represents the contract ({AEsys},GEsys).
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Fig. 5. A decomposition structure of a contract CEsys into a set of contracts
{,Cpot,Cbat,ClMeter} where boxes that represent the contracts have been added.

The set of incoming arcs to an assumption A from a set of assertions {Wi}Ni=1

where Wi is either an assumption or a guarantee, represents the intention of⋂̂N

i=1Wi ⊆̂A. For example, the arc to Apot2 from the assumption AEsys, represents

the intent of AEsys ⊆̂Apot2. The set of incoming arcs to a guarantee G from a set

of guarantees {Gj}Mj=1 represents the intent of
⋂̂M

j=1Gj ⊆̂G. For example, the arc

from the guarantee GlMeter to GEsys, represents the intent of GlMeter ⊆̂GEsys.
Now that the concept of a decomposition structure has been introduced in-

formally, the formal definition follows.

Definition 10 (Decomposition Structure). A decomposition structure D
of a contract (A ,G) into a set of contracts {(Ai,Gi)}Ni=1 is a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG), such that:

a) the guarantees Gi, the assumptions in each set Ai, the assumptions in A ,
and the guarantee G are the nodes in D;

b) G has no successors and at least one Gi is a direct predecessor of G;
c) Gi is the only direct successor of each assumption in Ai; and each assumption

in Ai has at least one predecessor;
d) each Gi has a direct successor that it is either an assumption in Ak where

k 6= i or G;
e) G is a direct successor of each assumption in A ; and if an assumption in A

has a direct successor that is not G, then it is an assumption in Ai.

A decomposition structure represents the intended dependencies between the
assumptions and guarantees of a set of contracts.

Sufficient Conditions of Dominance Given that a decomposition structure
only represents the intended dependencies between the assumptions and the
guarantees, a decomposition structure will be referred to as proper if the intended
dependencies are, in fact, true.

Given a decomposition structure D, let dPred() denote a function that takes
a node W in D as input and returns the set of all nodes that are direct prede-
cessors of W.
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Definition 11 (Proper Decomposition Structure). A decomposition struc-
ture of a contract (A ,G) into a set of contracts {({Aij}Mi

j=1,Gi)}Ni=1 is proper if:⋂̂
W ∈ dPred(G),

W ∈ {Gi}Ni=1

W ⊆̂G and
⋂̂

W∈dPred(Aij)
W ⊆̂Aij, for each i, j.

For example, since the relations Gbat ⊆̂Apot1, AEsys ⊆̂Apot2, Gpot ⊆̂AlMeter,

and GlMeter ⊆̂GEsys holds in Fig. 5, the decomposition structure is proper ac-
cording to Definition 11.

However, although a decomposition structure of a contract (A ,G) into a set
of contracts {(Ai,Gi)}Ni=1 is proper, it does not mean that (A ,G) dominates
{(Ai,Gi)}Ni=1. The reason for this is that a guarantee Gi can impose harder
constraints on a variable than G and this variable can also be constrained by
the environment of an element E = (X,B) in an architecture A . This means
that even if each element Ei meets the condition (i) of Corollary 1 with respect
to (Ai,Gi), it cannot be ensured that it holds that AA ∩̂G ⊆̂B where E is the
parent of each Ei in A .

Now that the need for yet another condition, in addition to the decomposi-
tion being proper, has been introduced, sufficient conditions for dominance now
follows.

Theorem 5. Given a set of variables X, a contract C and a set of contracts

{Ci}Ni=1, the contract C dominates {Ci}Ni=1, if G ⊆̂ p̂rojXAA∪X
(
⋂̂N

i=1Gi) and there

exists a proper decomposition structure of C into {Ci}Ni=1.

Proof. Consider a set of variables X, a contract C and a set of contracts {Ci}Ni=1.
Let D be a proper decomposition structure of C into {Ci}Ni=1 and assume that it
holds that

G ⊆̂ p̂rojXA∪X(
⋂̂N

i=1
Gi). (42)

In accordance with the conditions in Definition 9, assume that there exists
an architecture A0 containing an element E = (X,B) and a set of elements
{Ei = (Xi,Bi)}Ni=1 where

C is scope-compliant for E in A , and (43)

{Ei}Ni=1 is the set of children of E. (44)

Assume that, for each i,

Ei |= Ci, and (45)

AAi
∩̂Gi ⊆̂Bi. (46)

In accordance with the relation 13, the relation (45) means that
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AAi
∩̂Bi ⊆̂Gi for each i, where AAi

=
⋂̂

Aij∈Ai
Aij . (47)

Furthermore, since D is a proper decomposition of C into {({Aij}Mi
j=1,Gi)}Ni=1,

according to Definition 11, it holds that⋂̂
W ∈ dPred(G),

W ∈ {Gi}Ni=1

W ⊆̂G, and (48)

⋂̂
W∈dPred(Aij)

W ⊆̂Aij for each i, j. (49)

Let each Gk in the relation (48) be replaced with AAk
∩̂Bk in accordance

with relation (47) and Lemma 4, and then iteratively, in an alternating fashion,

let each assumption Akj ∈ Ak be replaced with
⋂̂

W∈dPred(Akj)
W in accordance

with the relation (49) and Lemma 4 and each guarantee Gu ∈ dPred(Akj) with
AAu
∩̂Bu in accordance with the relation (47) and Lemma 4. Since D is a Di-

rected Acyclic Graph and each assumption Aij has a direct predecessor according
to Definition 10, it can be inferred that if the relations (49) and (47) are itera-
tively applied to the relation (48) until there are no further assumptions Ai or
guarantees Gi, it holds that

AA ∩̂(
⋂̂N

i=1
Bi) ⊆̂G. (50)

Since each Bi is an assertion over Xi, it holds that
⋂̂N

i=1Bi is an assertion

over
⋃N

i=1Xi. Furthermore, since C is scope-compliant for E as stated in the

condition (43), any variable x where x ∈
⋃N

i=1Xi and x /∈ X, can not be in XAA

nor XG according to Definition 6, which means that

((

M⋃
i=1

Xi) \X) ∩ (XAA ∪XG) = ∅. (51)

Lemma 10, Lemma 4, and the relations (50) and (51) hence implies that

AA ∩̂ proj(⋃N
i=1 Xi)\((

⋃N
i=1 Xi)\X)(

⋂̂N

i=1
Bi) ⊆̂G. (52)

Since (
⋃N

i=1Xi) \ ((
⋃N

i=1Xi) \X) = (
⋃N

i=1Xi) ∩X, it holds that

(

N⋃
i=1

Xi) \ ((

N⋃
i=1

Xi) \X) ⊆ X. (53)

Lemma 5 and the relations (52) and (53) further implies that

A ∩̂ p̂rojX(
⋂̂M

i=1
Bi) ⊆̂G. (54)
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The relation (53) and since B = p̂rojX(
⋂̂M

i=1Bi) according to Definition 2

implies that A ∩̂B ⊆̂G. In accordance with the relation 13, it holds that

E |= C. (55)

The relation (47) and Lemma 11 imply that

⋂̂N

i=1
AAi
∩̂
⋂̂N

i=1
Gi ⊆̂

⋂̂N

i=1
Bi. (56)

This, Lemma 4, and since the relation (49) implies that each assertion AAi

is fulfilled by a subset of AA ∩̂
⋂̂N

i=1Gi, means that it holds that

AA ∩̂
⋂̂N

i=1
Gi ⊆̂ projX(

⋂̂N

i=1
Bi). (57)

The relation (47) and Lemma 9 and 3 imply that the set of variables X ′Gi
⊆

XGi
constrained by each guarantee Gi is a subset of Xi ∪XAAi

, i.e. for each i,

X ′Gi
⊆ Xi ∪XAAi

. (58)

The relation (49) and Lemma 9 and 3 imply that set of variables X ′AAj
⊆

XAAj
constrained by each assertion AAj

is a subset of the union of scopes of

the assertions that are direct predecessors to AAj
. This and the relation (58)

and since D is a Directed Acyclic Graph and each assumption Aij has a direct
predecessor according to Definition 10, means that the set of variables X ′Gi

⊆ XGi

constrained by each guarantee Gi is a subset of XAA ∪ (
⋃N

i=1Xi). This means
that

N⋃
i=1

X ′Gi
⊆ XAA ∪ (

N⋃
i=1

Xi). (59)

The relation (57) and since any variable x where x ∈
⋃N

i=1Xi and x /∈ X,
cannot be in XAA according to Definition 6, imply, in accordance with Lemma 10,
that

AA ∩̂ proj(⋃N
i=1 XGi

)\(
⋃N

i=1 Xi\X)(
⋂̂N

i=1
Gi) ⊆̂ projX(

⋂̂N

i=1
Bi). (60)

This and the relation (59) imply, in accordance with the relation (3), that

AA ∩̂ p̂roj(⋃N
i=1 XGi

)\(
⋃N

i=1 Xi\X)(p̂rojXAA∪X
(
⋂̂N

i=1
Gi)) ⊆̂ projX(

⋂̂N

i=1
Bi). (61)

This, Lemma 4, and since
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p̂rojXAA∪X
(
⋂̂N

i=1
Gi) ⊆̂ p̂roj(⋃N

i=1 XGi
)\(

⋃N
i=1 Xi\X)(p̂rojXAA∪X

(
⋂̂N

i=1
Gi),

imply that

AA ∩̂ p̂rojXAA∪X
(
⋂̂N

i=1
Gi) ⊆̂ projX(

⋂̂N

i=1
Bi). (62)

This and the relations (42) and (44), imply, in accordance with Definition 2
that

AA ∩̂G ⊆̂B. (63)

Since A0 is an arbitrary architecture where the relations (43), (44), (45),
and (46) hold, the relations (55) and (63) hold for any architecture where the
relations (43), (44), (45), and (46) hold. According to Definition 9, this means
that C dominates the set of contracts {Ci}Ni=1. ut

The fact that G ⊆̂ p̂rojXAA∪X
(
⋂̂N

i=1Gi) ensures that the guarantees Gi do not

impose harder constraints than G on any variable that can also be constrained
by the environment of E in an architecture.

Considering the decomposition structure of CEsys into {Cpot, Cbat, ClMeter}
shown in Fig 5, since it holds that G = p̂rojXAA∪X

(
⋂̂N

i=1Gi) and it has been

previously shown that the decomposition structure is proper, Theorem 5 implies
that CEsys dominates {Cpot, Cbat, ClMeter}. Since the contract CEsys is scope-
compliant for EEsys in the architecture shown in Fig. 2 according to Definition 6,
and each child Ei of EEsys meets the condition (i) of Corollary 1 with respect
to Ci ∈ {Cpot, Cbat, ClMeter}, in accordance with Definition 9, it can be inferred
that EEsys meets the condition (i) of Corollary 1 with respect to CEsys.

Remark 1 (Circular Reasoning). Since the assumptions and guarantees of a de-
composition structure are organized into an acyclic graph, the use of circular
argumentation [13,21,41] is avoided. ut

5 Conclusion

As discussed in Sec. 1, in order to be able to express that the responsibility of an
element is to achieve an overall intended property of a system, current contract
theories need to be generalized to environment-centric contracts. In order to
achieve this, a theoretical framework was first introduced in Sec. 2 where the
concepts element and architecture were defined in order to model a CPS and its
parts.

Building on the theoretical framework, in Sec. 3, the constraint that a con-
tract must be specified over the interface of an element was relaxed and Corol-
lary 1 explicitly declares what conditions an element and an environment need to
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meet, respectively, in order to achieve a realizable architecture where the guar-
antee holds. Furthermore in Sec. 3, the notion of a scope-compliant contract was
introduced that serves as a sanity check that a contract is not an unreasonable
specification for an element in an architecture.

Building on Corollary 1, revised definitions of consistency, compatibility, and
dominance were presented in Sec. 4. Complementing the definitions, Theorems 3
and 4 express necessary and sufficient conditions of consistency and compatibil-
ity, respectively, and Theorem 5 expresses sufficient conditions of dominance
based on a graph, called a decomposition structure.

By providing revised definitions of properties of contracts and complementary
theorems and definitions for practical application, the present paper fully gener-
alizes current contract theories to environment-centric contracts. As mentioned
in Sec. 1, such a generalization provides a much needed support for practical
engineering and a necessary capability to properly express safety requirements.
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A Appendix: Lemmas

Lemma 1. Given an assertion W over X, it holds that projX(W) = W.

Proof. Consider an assertion W over X. In accordance with the relation (1),
projX(W) is the set of runs where each run in W is restricted to the set X. Since
each run in W is for X, each run in projX(W) is also a run in W, and vice versa.
It can hence be concluded that projX(W) = W. ut

Lemma 2. Given two assertions W and W′, and a set of variables X ′′, it holds
that p̂rojX′′(W) ⊆ p̂rojX′′(W′), if W ⊆̂W′.

Proof. Consider that W and W′ are two assertions over X and X ′, respectively,
and X ′′ is a set of variables. Given that W ⊆̂W′, which is a short-hand no-
tation for p̂rojX∪X′(W) ⊆ proj−1X∪X′(W′), in accordance with Sec. 2.1. In ac-

cordance with the relation (2), p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX∪X′(W)) means that each run in

p̂rojX∪X′(W) is first extended with all possible runs for X ′′ \ (X ∪ X ′), and

subsequently restricted to X ′′. Similarly, p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX∪X′(W′)) means that

each run in p̂rojX∪X′(W′) is first extended with all possible runs for X ′′ \
(X ∪ X ′), and subsequently restricted to X ′′. Since each run that exists in

p̂rojX∪X′(W), also exists in p̂rojX∪X′(W′), and since the runs are extended and

restricted in the same manner, each run in p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX∪X′(W)) will also exist

in p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX∪X′(W′)). Using the short-hand notation described in Sec. 2.1,

it hence holds that p̂rojX′′(W) ⊆ p̂rojX′′(W′). ut

Lemma 3. An assertion W over X can only constrain variables that are in X.

Proof. Consider an assertion W over X. Let {x} be a set containing a variable
x that is not in X. Assume that W constrains {x}, which will be shown to be con-
tradictory. In accordance with the relation (3), this means that W ⊂̂ projX\{x}(W).
Since X \ {x} = X, Lemma 1 implies that projX\{x}(W) = W, and this further
means that W ⊂̂ projX\x(W) does not hold. It can therefore be concluded that
W can only constrain variables that are in X. ut

Lemma 4. Given four assertions W, W′, W′′, and W′′′ where W ∩̂W′′ ⊆̂W′′′

and W′ ⊆̂W, it holds that
W′ ∩̂W′′ ⊆̂W′′′.

Proof. Consider four assertions W, W′, W′′, and W′′′ over X, X ′, X ′′, and X ′′′

where it holds that

W ∩̂W′′ ⊆̂W′′′ (64)

W′ ⊆̂W. (65)

In accordance with Sec. 2.1, the relations (64) and (65) can also be written
as
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p̂rojXt
(W) ∩ p̂rojXt

(W′′) ⊆ p̂rojXt
(W′′′) (66)

p̂rojX′∪X(W′) ⊆ p̂rojX′∪X(W), (67)

where Xt = X ∪X ′′ ∪X ′′′.
Consider that each run in p̂rojXt

(W), p̂rojXt
(W′′), and p̂rojXt

(W′′) are ex-
tended with all possible runs for X ′\Xt. Considering the relation (66), this would

mean that all runs that would be added to p̂rojXt
(W)∩ p̂rojXt

(W′′) would also

be added to p̂rojXt
(W′′′). This means that it must hold that

p̂rojX′∪Xt
(W) ∩ p̂rojX′∪Xt

(W′′) ⊆ p̂rojX′∪Xt
(W′′′). (68)

Similarily, if each run in p̂rojX′∪X(W′) and p̂rojX′∪X(W) in the relation (67)
are extended with all possible runs for Xt \ (X ′ ∪X), it must hold that

p̂rojX′∪Xt
(W′) ⊆ p̂rojX′∪Xt

(W). (69)

The relations (68) and (69) imply that

p̂rojX′∪Xt
(W′) ∩ p̂rojX′∪Xt

(W′′) ⊆ p̂rojX′∪Xt
(W′′′). (70)

According to Lemma 3, the assertions W′, W′′, and W′′′ can only constrain
X ′, X ′′, and X ′′′, respectively. This and the relation (70) imply that

p̂rojX′∪Xt
(projX′(W′)) ∩ p̂rojX′∪Xt

(projX′′(W′′)) ⊆ p̂rojX′∪Xt
(projX′′′(W′′′)).

In accordance with Sec. 2.1 and Lemma 1, this can also be written as W′ ∩̂W′′ ⊆̂W.
ut

Lemma 5. Given an assertion W, a set of variables X ′′, and another set of
variables X ′ ⊆ X ′′, it holds that p̂rojX′′(W) ⊆̂ p̂rojX′(W).

Proof. In accordance with the relation (2), given an assertion W over a set of

variables X, p̂rojX′′(W) is the set of runs where each run in W is first extended
with all possible runs for X ′′ \X and subsequently restricted to X ′′. Given an-

other set of variables X ′ ⊆ X ′′, p̂rojX′(W) is the set of runs where each run in

p̂rojX′′(W) is further restricted to X ′. This means that p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX′(W))

is the set of runs where each run in p̂rojX′(W) is extended with all possi-

ble runs for X ′′ \ X ′, while p̂rojX′′(W) is the set of runs where each run in

p̂rojX′(W) is extended with a subset of all the possible runs for X ′′ \X ′. This

implies that p̂rojX′′(W) ⊆ p̂rojX′′(p̂rojX′(W)), which can also be written as

p̂rojX′′(W) ⊆̂ p̂rojX′(W) in accordance with Sec. 2.1. ut

Lemma 6. Given an assertion W and a non-empty set of variables X ′, it holds
that p̂rojX′(W) 6= ∅, if and only if W 6= ∅.
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Proof. For the if part, consider a non-empty set of variables X ′ and assume that
W is a non-empty assertion over a set of variables X. In accordance with the rela-
tion (2), p̂rojX′(W) is equivalent to projX′(p̂rojX′∪X(W)). Since p̂rojX′∪X(W)
is obtained by extending each run in W with all possible runs for X ′ \ X, it
follows from the fact that W 6= ∅, that

p̂rojX′∪X(W) 6= ∅. (71)

Since p̂rojX′∪X(W) is an assertion over X ′ ∪X, Lemma 1 implies that

p̂rojX′∪X(W) = projX′∪X(p̂rojX′∪X(W)). (72)

Since X ′ ⊆ (X ′ ∪X), Lemma 5 implies that

projX′∪X(p̂rojX′∪X(W)) ⊆̂ projX′(p̂rojX′∪X(W)).

This and the relations (71) and (72) imply that

projX′(p̂rojX′∪X(W)) 6= ∅.

Using the short-hand notation as described in Sec. 2.1, it hence holds that
p̂rojX′(W) 6= ∅.

For the only-if part, consider an assertion p̂rojX′(W) 6= ∅. Assume that W =
∅, which will be shown to be contradictory. In accordance with the relation (2),

p̂rojX′(W) 6= ∅ is equivalent to

projX′(p̂rojX′∪X(W)) 6= ∅. (73)

Since W has no runs and p̂rojX′∪X(W) is the set of runs where each runs in

W is extended with all possible runs for X ′\X, it follows that p̂rojX′∪X(W) = ∅.
This and since projX′(p̂rojX′∪X) is the set of runs where each run in p̂rojX′∪X(W)

is restricted to X ′ imply that projX′(p̂rojX′∪X(W)) = ∅, which contradicts the
relation (73). It hence follows that it must hold that W 6= ∅, which concludes
the only-if part of the proof. ut

Lemma 7. Given three assertions W, W′, and W′′ where W ∩̂W′′ 6= ∅ and
W ⊆̂W′, it holds that

W′ ∩̂W′′ 6= ∅.

Proof. Consider four assertions W, W′, W′′, and W′′′ over X, X ′, X ′′, and X ′′′,
respectively, where it holds that W ∩̂W′′ 6= ∅ and W ⊆̂W′. In accordance with
Sec. 2.1, W ∩̂W′′ 6= ∅ can also be written as

p̂rojX∪X′′(W) ∩ p̂rojX∪X′′(W′′) 6= ∅. (74)

Consider that each run in the assertions p̂rojX∪X′′(W) and p̂rojX∪X′′(W′′)
in the relation (74) are extended with all possible run for X ′ \ (X ∪X ′′). Since
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each run that is added to p̂rojX∪X′′(W) is also added to p̂rojX∪X′′(W′′), it holds
that

p̂rojX∪X′′∪X′(W) ∩ p̂rojX∪X′′∪X′(W′′) 6= ∅. (75)

Lemma 2 and since it was given that W ⊆̂W′ imply that

p̂rojX∪X′′∪X′(W) ⊆ p̂rojX∪X′′∪X′(W′).

This and the relation (75) imply that p̂rojX∪X′′∪X′(W′)∩ p̂rojX∪X′′∪X′(W′′) 6=
∅. In accordance with Sec. 2.1, this can also be written as W′ ∩̂W′′ 6= ∅. ut

Lemma 8. Given three assertions W, W′, and W′′ where ∅ ⊂ W ∩̂W′ ⊆̂W′′, it
holds that

W ∩̂W′′ 6= ∅.

Proof. Consider three assertions W, W′, and W′′ over X, X ′, and X ′′, respec-
tively, where it holds that

∅ ⊂W ∩̂W′ ⊆̂W′′. (76)

This and since (W ∩̂W′) ∩̂(W ∩̂W′) = W ∩̂W′ imply that it holds that ∅ ⊂
(W ∩̂W′) ∩̂(W ∩̂W′) ⊆̂W′′. This, the relation (76), and Lemma 7 imply that
(W ∩̂W′) ∩̂W′′ 6= ∅. This implies that W′′ 6= ∅. ut

Lemma 9. Given two assertions W and W′ where W ⊆̂W′, it holds that the set
of variables constrained by W′ is a subset of the set of variables constrained by
W.

Proof. Consider two assertions W and W′ over X and X ′, respectively where

W ⊆̂W′. (77)

In accordance with Sec. 2.1, this can also be written as

p̂rojX∪X′(W) ⊆̂ p̂rojX∪X′(W′). (78)

Assume that W′ constrains {x′}. In accordance with the relation (3), this
means that {

W′ ⊂̂ projX′\{x′} (W′) X ′ \ {x′} 6= ∅
W′ ⊂ Ω{x′} otherwise

This, Lemma 4 and the relation (77) imply that{
W ⊂̂ projX′\{x′} (W′) X ′ \ {x′} 6= ∅
W ⊂ Ω{x′} otherwise

(79)

Assume the contradictory relation{
W ̂6⊂ projX\{x′} (W) X \ {x′} 6= ∅
W 6⊂ Ω{x′} otherwise

(80)
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The relation (77) and Lemma 2 imply that

projX\{x′}(W) ⊆ projX\{x′}(W
′).

This and the relation (80) imply that{
W ̂6⊂ projX′\{x′} (W′) X ′ \ {x′} 6= ∅
W 6⊂ Ω{x′} otherwise

which contradicts the relation (79). This hence means that it must hold that{
W ⊂̂ projX\{x′} (W) X \ {x′} 6= ∅
W ⊂ Ω{x′} otherwise.

In accordance with the relation (3), this means that W constrains {x′}. ut

Lemma 10. Given three assertions W, W′, and W′′ over X, X ′, and X ′′, re-
spectively, and a set of variables Y such that Y ∩ (X ′ ∪ X ′′) = ∅, it holds that
W′ ∩̂ projX\Y (W) ⊆̂W′′, if and only if W′ ∩̂W ⊆̂W′′.

Proof. For the if part, assume that W ∩̂W′ ⊆̂W′′ where W, W′, and W′′ are
assertions over X, X ′, and X ′′, respectively. Lemma 2 and Lemma 1 imply that

p̂rojX′′(W ∩̂W′) ⊆W′′. (81)

As described in Sec. 2.1, W ∩̂W′ is the set of runs where each run that is
in both projX∩X′(W) and projX∩X′(W) is extended with at least one run for
X ′ \X and at least one run for X \X ′.

In comparison, consider the assertion projX\Y (W) ∩̂W′ where Y is a set of
variables such that Y ∩ (X ′ ∪X ′′) = ∅. Since (X ∩X ′) ⊆ (X \Y ), projX∩X′(W)
is the set run of runs where each run in projX\Y (W) is further restricted to

X ∩X ′, i.e. that projX∩X′(projX\Y (W)) = projX∩X′(W ∩̂W′). This means that

projX\Y (W) ∩̂W′ is the set of runs where each run that is in both projX∩X′(W)
and projX∩X′(W) is extended with the same runs for X ′ \X as for the case of
W ∩̂W′, but where the runs for X \ X ′ are further restricted to X \ (X ′ ∪ Y ).
Formulated differently, projX\Y (W) ∩̂W′ is the set of runs where each run in

W ∩̂W′ is restricted to (X ∪X ′) \ Y , i.e.

projX\Y (W) ∩̂W′ = proj(X∪X′)\Y (W ∩̂W′). (82)

Since Lemma 3 implies that W ∩̂W′ can only constrain variables in X ∪X ′,
it holds that if p̂rojX′′(W ∩̂W′) is the set of runs where each run in W ∩̂W′ is
restricted to X ′′ ∩ (X ∪ X ′) and then subsequently extended with all runs for
X ′′ \ (X ∪X ′), i.e. it holds that

p̂rojX′′(W ∩̂W′) = p̂rojX′′(projX′′∩(X∪X′)(W ∩̂W′)). (83)
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Since (X ′′∩ (X∪X ′)) ⊂ (X∪X ′)\Y , it is true that projX′′∩(X∪X′)(W ∩̂W′)
is the set of runs where each run in proj(X∪X′)\Y (W ∩̂W′) is further restricted
to X ′′ ∩ (X ∪X ′). This and the relation 82 imply that

projX′′∩(X∪X′)(W ∩̂W′) = projX′′∩(X∪X′)(projX\Y (W) ∩̂W′).

This and the relations (81) and (83) imply that

p̂rojX′′(projX′′∩(X∪X′)(projX\Y (W) ∩̂W′)) ⊆W′′,

which is, in accordance with Sec. 2.1, equivalent to

p̂rojX′′(projX\Y (W) ∩̂W′) ⊆W′′. (84)

Since X ′′ ⊆ X ′′ ∪ (X \ Y ) ∪X ′, Lemma 5 implies that

projX′′∪(X\Y )∪X′(projX\Y (W) ∩̂W′) ⊆

p̂rojX′′∪(X\Y )∪X′(p̂rojX′′(projX\Y (W) ∩̂W′)).

This and the relation (84) implies that projX′′∪(X\Y )∪X′(projX\Y (W) ∩̂W′) ⊆
p̂rojX′′∪(X\Y )∪X′(W′′). This and since projX\Y (W) ∩̂W′ is an assertion over
X ′′ ∪ (X \ Y ) ∪X ′ and Lemma 1 hence implies that

projX′′∪(X\Y )∪X′(projX\Y (W) ∩̂W′) = projX\Y (W) ∩̂W′,

it holds that projX\Y (W) ∩̂W′ ⊆ p̂rojX′′∪(X\Y )∪X′(W′′). In accordance with

Sec. 2.1, this can also be written as projX\Y (W) ∩̂W′ ⊆̂W′′, which concludes
the if part of the proof.

For the if-only part, consider three assertions W, W′, and W′′ over X, X ′,
and X ′′, respectively, and a set of variables Y such that Y ∩ (X ′ ∪ X ′′) = ∅,
where W′ ∩̂ projX\Y (W) ⊆̂W′′. Since Lemma 1 implies that projX(W) = W

and Lemma 5 implies that projX(W) ⊆̂ projX\Y (W), it holds that W ∩̂W′ ⊆̂W′′,
which completes the if-only part of the proof. ut

Lemma 11. Given four assertions W, W′, W′′, and W′′′ where W ⊆̂W′ and
W′′ ⊆̂W′′′, it holds that W ∩̂W′′ ⊆̂W′ ∩̂W′′′.

Proof. Consider four assertions W, W′, W′′, and W′′′ over X, X ′, X ′′, and X ′′′,
respectively, where it holds that W ⊆̂W′ and W′′ ⊆̂W′′′. This and Lemma 2 imply
that it holds that p̂rojXt(W) ⊆ p̂rojXt(W′) and p̂rojXt(W′′) ⊆ p̂rojXt(W′′′)

where Xt = X ∪X ′ ∪X ′′ ∪X ′′′. This implies that p̂rojXt(W) ∩ p̂rojXt(W′′) ⊆
p̂rojXt(W′)∩ p̂rojXt(W′′′). In accordance with Sec. 2.1, this can also be written
as W ∩̂W′′ ⊆̂W′ ∩̂W′′′.


